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Altered States of Consciousness Induced by Exogenous Audio Signals

Toward a Better Understanding of the Oscillatory Correlates of Consciousness

ABSTRACT Rhythm deeply permeates the environment and is perceived by nearly all sensory modalities.

There is a developing trend in cognitive science to look to neural rhythms at varying scales as the source of

subjective experience. This approach, which looks to the oscillatory correlates of consciousness—

electromagnetic field oscillations generated by the brain—as a quantifiable measure of consciousness,

provides a novel avenue for bridging the subjective-objective divide. Oscillatory rhythms in the brain can

originate endogenously or exogenously and can have varying impacts on subjective experience. Some

exogenous rhythms, including audio rhythms, can have surprisingly strong impacts, sufficient to label

these induced states “altered states of consciousness.” This piece examines the role of external

auditory rhythms (speech, binaural beats, and music) in influencing conscious states of affected

individuals at individual and interpersonal scales. This new methodology expands the scope by which

cognitive science can be practically applied in studying the subjective experience. KEYWORDS altered

states of consciousness, audiovisual entrainment, resonance, interpersonal interaction

The modern science of consciousness in 2020 celebrated the thirtieth anniversary of the
seminal “neurobiological theory of consciousness” offered by Crick and Koch in 1990 .
This landmark theory sparked the race to find the physical correlates of consciousness, the
physical basis for subjective experience. Crick and Koch’s attempt offered a solution to
the classic mind–body problem, reframed as the “hard problem” of consciousness.1 This
problem asks, essentially: What is the relationship between mind and matter?

To this question came a hundred answers. “Perhaps the material and mental worlds are
entirely separate, but they come together somehow in the human brain,” suggested the
dualist philosopher. “No, the only thing that exists is the mental and the physical is but an
illusion,” retorts the idealist. “Rather the opposite, all that is, is physical and it is from the
correct combination of this physical matter that the mind can emerge,” the materialist
proposes. From the corner of the room whispers the apostle, “Maybe it is God . . . or the
Devil!” The three philosophers say their piece and glare at each other.

The approach in this article is partial to panpsychism (also referred to as panexper-
ientialism), a middle-ground solution to the hard problem. This is the view that all matter
is innately conscious, although highly rudimentary in simple forms of matter—but con-
scious nonetheless.2 It is through the evolved complexity of matter that the complex,
unified conscious human being tapping away at this keyboard emerges. Under the panp-
sychist metaphysical framework, I will introduce the theory of consciousness that will be
taken as our working theory of consciousness: General Resonance Theory (GRT) devel-
oped by Hunt and Schooler over the last decade.3
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GRT is an electromagnetic (EM) field theory of consciousness, which entails postu-
lating that EM fields generated by the brain and body are the primary locus of conscious-
ness. The dynamics of the brain’s and body’s EM fields are the dynamics of
consciousness—or so GRT suggests. This theory is part of a growing trend to look to
electromagnetism and physics for an explanation of subjective experience.4

During the neuronal firing of an action potential, a small dipole field expands out from
the soma cell body rotating and eventually shrinking again, establishing a momentary
sphere of influence around the firing neuron.5 This neuronal field has the potential to
influence the firing of nearby neurons regardless of synaptic connections, a process called
ephaptic coupling.6 Multiply this micro-scale influence by the 87 billion neurons in the
brain7 and what emerges is the complex nesting of large-scale neural fields coordinating
unified organismic activity.

I will attempt to support this view through analogy. In the 17th century Huygens, the
Dutch physicist who invented the pendulum clock, took notice of a peculiar phenome-
non exhibited by his invention. Placing two pendulum clocks on a shared surface, the
observer will find that within half an hour the pendulums will synchronize their swing
cycles regardless of the position they started in. The mechanism behind pendulum
synchronization originates from the one-second (1 Hz) pulse of the clock represented
in its pendulum swing.8 This frequency is transmitted via the medium of the floor and
clock bodies to the partner clock, which is swinging at its own 1 Hz rhythm. Given
enough time and a stable environment, the two clocks will reach equilibrium and syn-
chronize their pendulum swings.

Such is the same for ephaptic coupling: The neurons are pendulum clocks, their pulse
the action potential, and the shared medium the extracellular space. To multiply the
Huygens clock phenomenon on a scale of tens of billions, the observer will find local
synchrony defined by proximity with transient moments of large-scale interaction
between regions supported by a global entraining rhythm, peppered with an incalculable
number of small-scale interactions that comprise the nuance of this nested, resonating
system.

Thirty years after the introduction of the neurobiological correlates of consciousness
framework, scientists now look to the oscillatory correlates of consciousness to explain
with more granularity and specificity the origin and nature of experience. Neural EM field
mechanics are complex, so researchers represent field activity through frequency bands
as measured by such tools as electroencephalograms (EEG): delta (0 .2–3 Hz), theta
(3–8 Hz), alpha (8–12 Hz), beta (12–27 Hz), and gamma (27–100 Hz).9 It is in these
large-scale neural oscillations, their coupling and decoupling, that will inform our discus-
sion of consciousness in neuronally generated EM fields.

G E N E R A L R E S O N A N C E T H E O R Y

As mentioned, GRT is a type of EM field theory of consciousness. It is the dynamics of
the nested, resonating neural EM field system that is the primary source of subjective
experience in humans and other animals. In GRT, all physical fields are associated with
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some degree of subjective experience, but it is EM fields that are the primary source of
such experience because of the scale and strength of EM fields, which are the scale of
biological life. Nuclear forces (strong and weak) are operative only at the nuclear/atomic
level. Gravity is only impactful at much larger scales, and its force is dramatically dwarfed
by the power of EM fields at the biological scale.10

The question the reader may be asking is, Well, now that I have been given the crash
course on EM field theory, what does this mean for consciousness and what exactly does it
mean for consciousness to exist in, or even to be identical with, these neuronally gener-
ated EM fields?

In 1974 Nagel posed the question, What is it like to be a bat?11 We cannot very well
conceptualize what a bat’s subjective experience entails because we are locked in the
singular conscious experience of being a human. The contents of subjective experience
are under lock and key and thus accessible only to the owner.

The study of the oscillatory correlates of consciousness—the associations between
neural field activity and conscious behavior—offers a hopeful insider perspective into
understanding better the cogs of the conscious machine. But just like the scientists
studying the elephant with a magnifying glass, we are restricted from making sense of
the origin of subjectivity unless we take a step back to view the picture in its entirety.
Most EM field theories take the strong position that the neuronally generated EM field is
consciousness.12 The present article makes the case for an expanded study of the oscil-
latory correlates of consciousness, through an interdisciplinary lens, focused on the role of
auditory entrainment signals and their impact on consciousness.

E N D O G E N O U S A N D E X O G E N O U S I N F L U E N C E S O N E M F I E L D A C T I V I T Y

The neural EM fields that generate our experience do not operate in a vacuum. In fact,
they are quite susceptible to extracerebral influence, precipitating various changes in the
conscious state, for better or worse. One such example is the coupling of various brain and
body rhythms. The neural clusters in the peripheral organs likewise generate neural field
rhythms to coordinate their own activity. These endogenous rhythms couple to brain
waves in functional resonance relationships and seem to play a regulatory role in
cognition.13

For example, the 0 .05 Hz gastric basal rhythm of the stomach resonates with the alpha
brain waves, forming a functional relationship with the gut-brain axis to maintain
homeostasis.14 The 0 .1 Hz heart-resonant frequency couples to alpha and beta waves
to regulate emotional experience.15 The saccadic rhythm, generated by the eye at 3–4 Hz,
is coupled to alpha and theta waves in the brain that facilitate active sensing of the
environment.16 These resonance interactions constitute the oscillatory links of an embod-
ied mind through which the body distributes and regulates cognitive activity.17

Of the exogenous influences, the earth’s large-scale EM field dynamics appear to
exercise some influence over neuronally generated fields. A number of interesting correla-
tions of various types of cognitive and biological dysfunctions are associated with dis-
turbances of the planet’s geomagnetic field. These correlations lead to the conclusion that
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this global EM field enacts an ambient synchronization influence upon our neural fields,
and perturbations to it are reflected in precipitated chaos in the EM fields that coordinate
biological and cognitive activity.18

Our focus in this article is exogenous auditory rhythms, their influence on conscious-
ness, and the implications for the interdisciplinary study of the oscillatory correlates of
consciousness. In the natural environment, rhythms can be found in nearly all sensory
modalities. Rhythm, in and of itself, is predictable (by definition), and the brain latches
onto this predictability to optimize its internal representations of the environment. This
“latching onto” is better known as entrainment, the (mostly) unidirectional coupling of
one oscillator to another.19 In this phenomenon, it is the environment exerting an
influence over neural EM fields.

The first records of this effect were in photic20 and auditory stimuli,21 collectively
termed audiovisual entrainment (AVE). Returning to the Huygens clocks analogy, AVE
equates to an external rhythm’s encroachment on the shared media disrupting the res-
onance interactions of the clock’s emitted pulses. The clock field would adopt this new
frequency as a rhythm by which to organize around. In extreme cases, this would result in
a group of clocks no longer cooperating in the nested system but instead following the
beat of the external drum, constituting a hijacking of sorts. In cognitive terms, an external
influence producing non-ordinary neural field interaction should, at varying degrees, be
reflected in the conscious state of the affected individual.

Apart from extreme cases, entrainment can serve a functional role. For example, the
resonance interaction between the neural clusters in the retina and the brain are another
type of entrainment. The 3–4 Hz saccadic rhythm entrains the cerebral alpha wave to
temporally align the neural oscillations of the visual cortex to the rhythmic flow of visual
input.22

Exogenous entrainment is regularly achieved in the laboratory by the direct application
of artificial oscillatory stimuli via transcranial brain stimulation (TBS). One example of
TBS in use is Klimesch’s application of rhythmic magnetic stimulation to cortical sites at
the subject’s alpha frequency to improve cognitive performance in mental rotation tasks.23

TBS can be characterized as a brute force method of entrainment, whereas AVE and
other types of sensory entrainment instead rely on the brain’s innate proclivity for
prediction. The brain’s optimization principle, extrapolated from the study of interper-
sonal neural synchrony, utilizes neural-environmental coupling to reduce predictive errors
and increase the efficiency of its representations.24

The modalities through which brain wave entrainment have been achieved include the
previously mentioned auditory25 and visual26 avenues, sexual activity (composed of rhyth-
mic production of somatic, visceral, olfactory, and gustatory signals),27 interpersonal
behavioral cue exchange,28 and respiration,29 among others.

There is a large conceptual space for exploring countless additional means for entrain-
ment. This article will concentrate, however, on entrainment through auditory stimuli in
the laboratory (i.e., binaural beats), speech, and music. Speech and music in particular
hold the greatest potential for interdisciplinary study in their effects on the oscillatory
correlates of consciousness on the interpersonal scale.
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To operationalize the notion of altered states of consciousness (ASC), I will employ
Ludwig’s ASC framework and its definitions.30 The effects of entrainment upon con-
sciousness will be measured by the inducement of an ASC characterized by the following,
observed together or separately and to varying degrees: (1) alterations in thinking/sub-
jective experience; (2) disturbed perceptions of time and space, (3) loss of control, (4)
change in emotional expression, (5) change in body image, (6) perceptual distortions
more generally, (7) change in event/item meaning/significance, (8) a marked inability to
adequately convey the experience (feeling of the ineffable), (9) feelings of rejuvenation,
and/or (10) hyper-suggestibility.

The ASC label is not categorical but rather based on a continuum of how altered the
experienced moment is from regular waking consciousness. Improved or diminished
cognitive performance may also be considered a type of ASC. Because this article operates
under the initial premise that the EM field system in the brain is consciousness and
influences upon the field system are likewise influences upon consciousness, we will accept
such exhibits as a sign of altered subjective experience.

Speech

Rhythmic auditory stimuli permeate our everyday life. On the drive to work, you likely
listened to the radio; whether music or talk show, you were entrained to the rhythms
emanating from your car stereo. The entrainment is largely a functional mechanism for
accurately and efficiently representing the stimuli as something of meaning. Speech
entrainment exemplifies the functional nature of this relationship. I will follow this with
a discussion of binaural beat application that demonstrates the sometimes dysfunctional
effects of exogenous influence.

Human speech is generated at a rate of 3–8 syllables per second (3–8 Hz syllabic rate)
comprising a semi-stable rhythm.31 The listener is entrained in delta (0 .5–3 Hz), theta
(3–8 Hz), and gamma (27–100 Hz) brain waves.32 The speaker is entrained in delta,
theta, and alpha (8–12 Hz) waves.33 Firstly, the entrainment of neural fields by speech is
functional in facilitating the understanding of what is being said. Fortifying the entrain-
ment with TBS significantly increases sentence comprehension.34 More interesting,
though, are the “secondary” effects of the entrainment potential of speech in dyadic/
group communication.

Shared speech entrainment facilitates communication between sender and receiver by
coupling the two together. Interpersonal coupling is founded upon temporally aligned
brain activity established by the shared entrainment. This is derived from a fascinating
line of research into interpersonal neural synchronization (INS) measured between in-
dividuals, using EEG or other techniques for measuring neural activity.35

A dyad (a human pair) engaging in interlocution or other methods of communication
benefits from the establishment of INS. Advantages include increased feelings of group
affiliation, facilitation of individual predictions, and of course increased capacity for
interpersonal communication.36 However, this does require that the listener understand
the speaker’s language or INS will not be achieved and communication rendered null.37
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Groups that achieve binding through shared speech and, subsequently, various types of
entrainment experience self-other merging, by which the boundary between their person
begins to overlap with group members they are synchronized with.38 In addition, groups
under conditions of INS likely experience the subjective flow of time more homoge-
neously as opposed to nonsynchronized groups.39 We can denote this alteration of
subjective experience as indicative of ASC inducement on an interpersonal scale.

In sum, speech offers one plausible avenue for neural field entrainment as an exoge-
nous auditory stimulus. This is two-pronged. I have listed the primary entrainment effect:
verbal comprehension. Speech entrainment underlies successful verbal communication. A
requisite for such entrainment is, of course, a common language. The secondary effects are
the binding of speaker and listener/s who share in the entrainment. These effects provide
two approaches to studying speech entrainment, the latter of which I will elaborate
further in a later section.

Binaural Beats

Binaural beats, the exposure of both ears to two distinct tones and inducing perception of
a novel tone at the difference of the two exposed tones, is a relatively recent development
in AVE technology.40 It has become a regular laboratory tool in entraining specific brain
waves and observing behavioral changes. Application targets specific neural field frequen-
cies associated with specific behaviors, mapped through correlation studies. Rodriguez-
Larios recorded a particular pattern of brain wave coupling while subjects engaged in rest,
effortful cognition, and mind emptiness meditation.41 Alpha and theta waves increasingly
couple at a harmonic 2:1 ratio during effortful cognition and decrease coupling during
mind emptiness meditation. The authors conclude that the cross-frequency harmonic
coupling between alpha and theta brain waves is functional (causal) in completing tasks of
effortful cognition (study participants were asked to complete arithmetic questions in
their heads).

Studies like the previously cited Wilsch et al.42 build upon novel studies such as
Rodriguez-Larios’s by establishing some manner of causality between neural field activity
and behavior. The entrainment effects of binaural beats offer some causal support for
neural field activity as a whole in, at the very least, influencing consciousness.

A recent study confirmed the entraining potential of binaural beat exposure with an
added finding that the stimuli elicit specific connectivity patterns.43 Early studies, con-
ducted when these findings were merely hypotheses, demonstrated this binaural beat
connectivity pattern manipulation as related to conscious states. Lane entrained partici-
pants with binaural beats at different frequencies and measured their vigilance perfor-
mance.44 Binaural beat exposure at beta rhythms (16–24 Hz per the cited study)
increased vigilance and decreased fatigue, whereas exposure at delta/theta frequencies
(1 .5–4 Hz) decreased vigilance, increased fatigue, and decreased mental clarity. Beta
rhythms in a standard human EEG are recorded during active thought; slow rhythms
such as delta are exhibited largely during sleep states.45 In eliciting connectivity patterns
through binaural beat entrainment, Lane also induced the conscious states associated with
the evoked connectivity pattern.
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Inducing conscious states with binaural beat entrainment offers theoretical solutions
to neurophysiological disorders of varying severity. One such example is the use of
binaural beats to help poor sleepers increase the quality of sleep.46 In fact, AVE as an
instrument is looking to be applied to as wide a range of disorders as seasonal affective
disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, and Alzheimer’s disease.47 AVE treatment of
clinical depression appears to be one promising line supporting the therapeutic potential
of AVE.

Martinez measured subjects exhibiting depressive symptoms and observed imbalanced
and reduced communication throughout the brain in terms of the normal patterns of
coherent/synchronized neural field oscillations.48 In essence, clinical depression is asso-
ciated with deteriorating harmony among the many moving parts in the brain. Binaural
beats and AVE could offer a solution through entraining and eliciting neurotypical
connectivity patterns. Photic driving, the visual edge of AVE, has been applied to mouse
models of depression and alleviated behavioral depressive symptoms more significantly
than SSRIs (selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, a common type of antidepressant).49

The effects were short-lived, however, wearing off after two weeks, but they do offer
preliminary evidence for this line of research. Thus, the binaural beat relationship to
consciousness is two-sided: There is the potential for ASC inducement but also the
possibility of reversing less desirable ASCs like that of depression.

Music

Music is ubiquitous in human society and has been for some time. Sloboda, using
experience sampling methods, recorded musical stimuli in almost half of sampled events
(44 percent).50 Surprisingly, the first study that provided evidence for musical entrain-
ment of neural fields was published only very recently. Music entrains listeners in both
low (delta-theta, <8 Hz) and high (beta, 15–30 Hz) frequencies, specifically to the
dominant note rate of the musical stimuli.51 Musicians exhibit an enhanced entrainment
to music and increased sensitivity to entraining frequencies compared to nonmusicians.52

This entrainment, similar to speech entrainment, possesses a positive relationship with
processing of the auditory stimuli. The stronger the entrainment, the more accurate the
listener is in perceptual tasks.

The line of discussion I introduced earlier with regards to speech is incredibly relevant
here with music. The metaphysical binds of shared speech entrainment provide one such
avenue by which cooperative groups may merge in various ways and produce a Gestalt
inter-individual type of awareness through INS. Synchronized groups exhibit improved
performance across a wide range of cooperative tasks53 and provide a framework for
leader-follower interaction. With regards to the latter, group attention to a leader
prompts neural synchronization to the attended individual.54

Elements of the GRT team have developed a theoretical model for shared entrainment
as a mechanism for INS, the framework for interpersonal resonant combination, through
which the merging of distinct individuals into a larger, more complex macro-conscious
entity is explained.55 This model operates under the premise that human consciousness is
not the apex of the pyramid but rather another step in what may be an infinite staircase,
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and that these neurally synchronized groups possess the potential to constitute a coupled,
conscious system in their own right.56 Quite recently, Clayton put forth a model on
similar grounds concentrated on interpersonal musical entrainment (IME) as an expla-
nation for the same behavioral and neural synchronization.57

Lucas, collaborating with Clayton, recorded fascinating evidence in intergroup cultural
communication via large-scale musical entrainment.58 The study was conducted amid an
Afro-Brazilian Congado performance, in which the researchers observed roving bands of
musicians organized by regional identity. During active interaction between groups,
intergroup phase entrainment in music production is established until the interaction
ends, at which time intergroup entrainment dissipates.

Musical entrainment occupies a position of significance in binding groups of indivi-
duals, which serves as the theoretical mechanism facilitating many types of cultural
exchange. The seemingly scale-free nature of shared entrainment benefits this cultural
binding hypothesis. Auditory stimuli as a whole offer a method of individual interface
with the rhythmic environment and a mechanism for interpersonal connection.

I N T E R D I S C I P L I N A R Y S C I E N C E O F C O N S C I O U S N E S S

The rooting of consciousness in the physical sciences, as is the case for EM field theories
of consciousness, expands the degree to which consciousness can be the focus of empirical
investigation.

Entrainment, a term borrowed from physics, of neurally generated EM fields by
auditory stimuli represents an external influence upon consciousness that is entirely
explicable via an EM field theory approach to consciousness. Through EEG, fNIRS,
fMRI, MEG, and countless other laboratory tools, the oscillatory correlates of conscious-
ness can be elucidated and the subjective-objective divide bridged.

I introduced this article under the premise that EM fields in the brain, represented by
the brain waves, are effectively consciousness in action. The individual emerges from the
nuanced interaction of tens of billions of resonating neurons and their associated fields, at
various scales. Exogenous entrainment is one method by which we interact and perceive
our world of rhythms and frequencies. The purview of this article centered on sound
divided into separate categories for speech, music, and binaural beats.

In speech we find that entrainment facilitates communication by aligning the temporal
windows of neural oscillations to the rhythmic syllabic rate. The effects of speech entrain-
ment are twofold; shared entrainment between speaker and listener/s synchronizes neural
activity by proxy of the shared entrainment. INS-established groups cooperate as a gestalt
and likely represent a functional cognitive system.59 I extend this idea to propose shared
entrainment as a mechanism for the binding and merging of conscious entities (individual
humans) to form an increasingly complex group consciousness.60 Musical entrainment
shares these qualities with the added benefit of intergroup entrainment, a hypothetical
avenue for binding and merging macro-conscious group entities to a succeeding scale.

With binaural beats, the entrainment of consciousness by an external rhythm is best
exemplified. The stimuli possess a two-sided potential. There is evidence that exposure
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and entrainment alter conscious states to both the benefit and detriment of the affected
individual. The activation of certain connectivity patterns throughout the brain enables
this ASC induction. The other side of the coin of causality offers binaural beat entrain-
ment the potential to reverse ASC induction, which is part of an ongoing effort to apply
AVE as a clinical tool in treating a wide range of neuropsychiatric disorders. Preliminary
evidence suggests this is an effective approach and, perhaps not surprisingly, a number of
commercial devices are being marketed to serve this purpose.61

In sum, EM field theories of consciousness provide an increasingly promising approach
to the study of consciousness. This area invites a plethora of empirical work across
disciplines, including, but not limited to: clinical, philosophical, anthropological, paleo-
magnetic, psychological, neuroscientific, physiological, and ethnomusicological fields. The
GRT team’s current projects likewise maintain an interdisciplinary approach in psycho-
logical neurophysiology,62 anthropological neuroscience,63 and paleomagnetic-
anthropological neurophysiology.64

Exogenous auditory entrainment serves as both a functional mechanism for perceiving
the external environment and a readily available tool for interpersonal interaction. Sound
is but one avenue of neural field entrainment; large bodies of research support tactile,
visual, and respiratory modalities as equally effective entraining stimuli and exogenous
influences with a conceptual space large enough to incorporate numerous others. n
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